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 Only one can be equipped at a time, and it is not reusable. Originally a hidden evolution item, it was made known to the playerbase during the Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Super Smash Bros. Ultimate releases. Description The X Speed temporarily increases a Pokémon's Speed stat by a single stage. It will eventually wear off, so a Pokémon can only use it once. In other games, a "Z" will
appear next to a Pokémon's Speed stat, indicating that it has been powered up. Evolution and legendaries Generation I Name Pokémon Pokédex number Speed boost stat description XL160 Zorua SPB63 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB64 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB65 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua

SPB66 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB67 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB68 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB69 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB70 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB71 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use
afterwards Zorua SPB72 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB73 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB74 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB75 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB76 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB77 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement -

can't use afterwards Zorua SPB78 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB79 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards Zorua SPB80 [Z] 30 24% speed enhancement - can't use afterwards 82157476af
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